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KEY FINDINGS

> Illicit drug trafficking is exacerbating and amplifying an array of other criminal economies in the Amazon Basin, including illegal land occupation, illegal logging, illegal mining, trafficking in wildlife and other crimes that affect the environment.

> The direct impact of coca cultivation on deforestation is minimal but indirectly it can act as a catalyst for deforestation, although the deforestation observed in the Amazon Basin is largely driven by other factors. “Narco-deforestation” – the laundering of drug trafficking profits into land speculation, the agricultural sector, cattle ranching and related infrastructure – is posing a growing danger to the world’s largest rainforest.

> Converging crimes such as protection and extortion rackets, money-laundering and corruption have turned tri-border areas in the Amazon Basin into violent hotspots, with diverse organized criminal groups simultaneously engaged in cocaine production and trafficking and natural resource exploitation.

> Indigenous Peoples and other minorities are disproportionately affected by the criminal nexus in the Amazon Basin, as they suffer forcible displacement, mercury poisoning and other health-related impacts, increased exposure to violence and victimization and more.

Introduction

Significant parts of the Amazon Basin are wracked by a complex ecosystem of drug crime, crime that affects the environment and convergent crime. This chapter sheds light on this nexus, including the diverse impacts of drug-related activities where natural and human ecosystems are most at risk. Spanning eight South American countries and territories over 7 million square kilometres, the Amazon Basin is the world’s largest rainforest. It is also threatened by deforestation and degradation, virtually all of it illegal. The countries hosting the largest share of the Amazon Basin rainforest – Brazil (59 per cent), Peru (13 per cent), Plurinational State of Bolivia (8 per cent), and Colombia (7 per cent) – are particularly at risk of forest and biodiversity loss.

Although Ecuador, Guyana, Suriname, Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) and French Guiana are also part of the Amazon Basin and are affected by drug and related crime issues, this chapter focuses on the Amazon region covering Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Colombia and Peru, countries that either host nearly all global illicit cultivation of coca leaf and cocaine manufacture or have high levels of cocaine trafficking. It is also in these four countries that UNODC has a stronger research capacity and could build on existing programmes.

This chapter builds on the World Drug Report 2022, which provided an overview of the possible environmental impacts of illicit drug cultivation and production on natural ecosystems and communities, while keeping the size of those effects in perspective relative to other human activities that cause environmental degradation. By focusing on one specific geographical region, it adds a comprehensive focus on the multi-layered relationships between drug production, trafficking and consumption on the one side, and crimes that affect the environment and convergent crime on the other.
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serious offences, related to occupying public land and selling property without proper documentation. Nonetheless, the Amazon Basin is registering an increase in both organized and market-driven crime, with dangerous implications for global climate and biodiversity commitments. One reason for this is that cocaine production and trafficking are surging, in particular in the Amazonian departments of Caquetá, Guaviare, Meta, Putumayo and Vichada in Colombia. Most of the coca cultivation in the Amazon Basin, however, is not taking place in Colombia but in Peru. Another reason for the surge is that organized criminal groups, which have traditionally focused on drug production and trafficking, are diversifying into highly profitable activities related to crimes that affect the environment.

Organized criminal groups involved in drug trafficking in Brazil, Colombia, Peru and, to a lesser extent, the Plurinational State of Bolivia are leveraging illegal and legal supply chains to expand their operations. There is growing evidence, for example, of drug traffickers financing and providing logistical support for illegal gold mining operations across the region, including on protected territories, expanding into illegal logging and trafficking in wildlife (including plants, insects and animals). Shipping vessels used to lawfully transport wood or minerals are also routinely loaded with cocaine concealed in consignments destined for foreign markets. These kinds of illicit activity are frequently accompanied by convergent crime, ranging from bribery, extortion, fraud and money-laundering to homicide, violent assault, sexual violence, exploitation of workers and minors, and the victimization of those defending the environment, including Indigenous Peoples.

The illegal activity affecting the environment in the Amazon Basin is, however, not always directly connected to organized criminal groups. Often, illegal logging and mining are a result of either the corrupt award of licences and permits by elected public officials and senior bureaucrats, the falsification of the origin of wood or gold by buyers and sellers, or of less serious offences, related to occupying public land and selling property without proper documentation. Large areas of the Amazon Basin are experiencing the convergence of multiple forms of criminality with severe implications for public security and sustainable development. Specifically, drug-related crimes can range from coca and cannabis cultivation to trafficking...
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: CONCEPTUALIZING THE CRIME ECOSYSTEM

Drug-related crime

- Illegal land appropriation and illegal purchases for illicit coca and cannabis cultivation, including on protected and Indigenous territory
- Illegal cultivation and processing of coca, cannabis and other synthetic drugs for the purposes of illegal sale
- Trafficking and trans-shipment of illegal drugs, both domestically and across borders
- Domestic and international consumption of controlled drugs and non-medical use of other substances

Environmental crimes

- Clearing and burning of land; timber trafficking; and occupying public and private land for illegal mining and wildlife crime (poaching)
- Illegal logging and degradation of (protected/Indigenous) land; watershed depletion; pollution of soil and water with toxic precursor chemicals
- Illegal logging and degradation due to the building of illegal air strips and clandestine roads

Convergent crimes

- Corruption, including in the allocation of licences and permits; illegal occupation of land; money-laundering, fraud and violent intimidation
- Corruption, including the sale of illegally procured and non-registered chemicals; forced labour, including of Indigenous populations; establishment of protection and extortion rackets
- “Narco-deforestation” and associated money-laundering and corruption in the public and private sectors; high levels of violent and non-violent crime due to disputes over territory and routes; and trafficking in persons, including for sexual exploitation, as well as sexual violence
- Increased prevalence of violent and non-violent crime; expansion of corruption and money-laundering, including in remote communities

Additional harms

- Population displacement due to environmental impacts and risks of violence; diminished access to services, including health and education; and increased exposure to human rights violations, including online
- Expansion of informal urbanization, as well as irregular roads and airstrips; and increased exposure to health-related risks, including contagious diseases
- International and national threats to peace and security due to domestic and cross-border disputes between groups; and impacts on wider emission-reduction-, forest- and biodiversity-related agreements
- Increased risk of drug-related mortality and morbidity; and negative impacts on education and livelihoods of urban and remote communities
and possession. Crimes that affect the environment are also varied including land-grabbing, illegal logging, illegal mining and illicit activities related to farming and livestock rearing. Convergent crime refers to criminal activities that connect, overlap, enable and co-locate with drug-related crime and crimes that affect the environment, including corruption, money-laundering, fraud, extortion, violence and other forms of victimization.

Corruption facilitates the expansion of both drug-related crimes and crimes that affect the environment in the Amazon Basin. According to open sources and interviews with law enforcement officers, prosecutors and customs officials, and non-governmental organizations, the government agencies tasked with safeguarding and protecting the Amazon Basin and people who live there – from high-level decision makers to police, border agents, and permit and licensing authorities – are routinely exposed to corruption in its different forms, such as bribery, abuse of function and trading in influence. There are a multitude of ways that trafficked commodities – drugs, gold, soy, cattle, palm oil, timber and wildlife – cross borders facilitated by the use of fraudulent permits, licences and related documents, the complicity of public officials and elaborate money-laundering schemes involving legitimate businesses. A preliminary conceptual framework tracing the ways in which drug-related crimes interact with crimes that affect the environment and convergent crime, as well as highlighting wider impacts on society, offers a roadmap for diagnosing risks and formulating prevention strategies. Several features of this conceptual framework stand out. First, the process of producing, processing and trafficking, can have a direct and indirect impact on the environment, from selective illegal deforestation and degradation, which makes way for the cultivation and processing of drugs, to the pollution of the environment due to the burning of trees and use of precursor chemicals, as well as financial and land acquisition crimes associated with “narco-deforestation”. Second, drug trafficking groups are diversifying into crimes that affect the environment by default and design, including illegal land occupation for industrial agricultural purposes, illegal logging, illegal mining, poaching and trafficking in wildlife as a way of generating and laundering illicit profits. Third, drug trafficking undermines the rule of law and amplifies criminal economies that facilitate and incentivize the involvement of a wide range of individuals and actors involved in crimes that affect the environment.

**Drugs and deforestation in the Amazon Basin**

Concerns regarding drug production and trafficking in the Amazon Basin are hardly new and extend back at least four decades. From the 1990s onward, governments started explicitly linking the production of coca, and the trafficking of coca paste and cocaine, with the destruction of rainforests. The relationships between coca production and deforestation and degradation in the Amazon Basin are, however, not clear-cut. Indeed, the far more important drivers of forest clearance are crop and livestock production. Nevertheless, early studies tended to emphasize a direct link between the expansion of coca bush cultivation and corollary forest cover loss, and macro-socioeconomic and demographic analyses indicated that coca bush cultivation acted as an indirect driver of forest loss, mostly as a result of associated economic development.

**The direct impact of illicit coca cultivation on deforestation is limited**

Although there are clear relationships between coca bush cultivation and some level of deforestation and environmental degradation, the scale of the direct impact is limited. The reverse is also true: despite more frequent clearing associated with illicit coca cultivation, areas with illicit coca cultivation can register less deforestation and smaller deforestation clusters than areas without coca cultivation. Recent scientific studies suggest that the effects of illicit coca cultivation on deforestation varied between countries between 2010 and 2020, and the extent of forest loss was often highly locally specific.

Although drug markets have expanded in the Amazon Basin region overall, coca cultivation on its own is not explicitly correlated with large-scale deforestation. There are exceptions: for example, coca production in Colombia close to the border with the
It takes more than 300 litres of gasoline to produce 1 kilogram of cocaine, with legacy impacts ranging from water pollution to soil degradation, which have implications for both animal and human health. Coca farmers also frequently use (illicitly sourced) chemical fertilizers and herbicides, which are leaching into rivers and disrupting local habitats and ecosystems. The wider effects of the drug production processes in the Amazon Basin are still poorly researched and warrant further investigation.

Forced eradication can also trigger deforestation and environmental degradation since it can push illicit cultivation into new areas. Evidence however is only available in Colombia and, although a 2013 assessment suggested a positive correlation between eradication and shifting cultivation, a more recent study, from 2019, indicated that the effect on new coca cultivation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of the Amazon Basin accounted for by each country</th>
<th>Percentage of the country that is in the Amazon Basin</th>
<th>Cumulative deforestation (2001–2021) in hectares</th>
<th>Proportion of national coca cultivation that is in the Amazon Basin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil 58.8</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>Acre (969,100) Amapá (71,300) Amazonas (1,933,300) Maranhão (1,206,200) Mato Grosso (7,307,400) Pará (9,311,700) Rondônia (34,600,600) Roraima – (534,400) Tocantins (186,200)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia 7.1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>(2000–2021) Caquetá (735,000) Meta (656,000) Guaviare (371,000) Putumayo (236,000)</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru 12.8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Loreto (776,000) Ucayali (687,000) San Martin (648,000) Huánuco (418,000) Madre de Dios (301,000)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia (Plurinational State of) 7.7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Santa Cruz (4,500,000) Beni (1,000,000) La Paz (293,000) Cochabamba (256,000) Pando (237,000)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela has been reported as a key factor driving deforestation there since 2016, including by forcibly requiring farmers to clear forests to make way for plantations. Nonetheless, the actual production of coca leaf and processing into cocaine overall appear to have a comparatively limited direct effect on deforestation and degradation. There are, however, clear indirect effects generated by drug economies. Research has shown that the expansion of the agriculture frontier, cattle ranching, mining, roads, urban and energy development schemes, displacement and migration driven by the drug economy are potentially stronger covariates contributing to deforestation.

Drug cultivation and processing do generate environmental impacts. For example, the use and spread of toxic precursor chemicals, such as acetone and sulfuric acid, and gasoline can contaminate groundwater and soil. It takes more than 300 litres of gasoline to produce 1 kilogram of cocaine, with legacy impacts ranging from water pollution to soil degradation, which have implications for both animal and human health. Coca farmers also frequently use (illicitly sourced) chemical fertilizers and herbicides, which are leaching into rivers and disrupting local habitats and ecosystems. The wider effects of the drug production processes in the Amazon Basin are still poorly researched and warrant further investigation.
The indirect impact of the illicit coca economy on deforestation is more important.

There is growing evidence of the indirect relationships between drug markets and deforestation. Specifically, drug trafficking and associated money-laundering tied to local extractive sectors are associated with the loss of forest cover. Dubbed “narco-deforestation”, these activities include the reinvestment of drug trafficking proceeds into legal and illegal land acquisition, forest clearance, the creation of pasture for cattle, and other agricultural activities such as soy and palm plantations. Alongside the recycling of profits into agricultural activities is the financing of accompanying infrastructure, ranging from landing strips to irregular roads, all of which affect the integrity of forests and

is either non-existent (in the case of manual eradication) or leads to a reduction of new coca cultivation in neighbouring areas as well (in the case of aerial spraying). Moreover, while some research has shown that aerial spraying can generate negative health effects on coca growing communities, other research is not so conclusive about the size and scope of the impact on the environment of glyphosate, spraying mixtures and the precision of spraying. Forced eradication can also contribute to population displacement and voluntary migration, thus imposing new pressures on forested areas through urbanization and increasing deforestation and degradation.
Most of the deforestation in Bolivia is not driven by coca cultivation but coca cultivation is driving deforestation into protected areas

Coca cultivation, protected areas and deforestation in the Plurinational State of Bolivia
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biodiversity. Such phenomena have been documented across Central America, in Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua, and regional authorities are opening an increasing number of investigations into similar crimes in the Amazon Basin.

Drug trafficking organizations contribute to deforestation through other crimes that affect the environment

The expansion and diversification of drug trafficking organizations and other criminal groups into cattle ranching, selective logging, gold mining, real estate, and trafficking in wildlife are directly and indirectly contributing to a host of negative environmental impacts. For example, law enforcement officials, social scientists, journalists and environmental activists have detected instances of drug factions and criminal groups illegally purchasing land to support illegal logging operations in Amazon Basin countries. Some have also observed the clearance of land to establish cannabis plantations in Pará State in Brazil. The scale of these latter activities is considerable: Federal and state police reportedly seized over two million marijuana plants between 2015 and 2020 in the Legal Amazon, over half of them in Pará. A single intervention – Operation “Damned Harvest” in August 2020 – netted 200 tons (over 400,000 plants) of cannabis in Pará.

Not only can coca and cannabis plantations impose a strain on water resources (using twice as much water as alternative crops) but their establishment and maintenance often generate wide-ranging negative social effects. When land is seized, purchased, cleared and cultivated by drug traffickers, this can trigger and exacerbate local tensions over land and property rights, especially if coca and cannabis growing occur on or
near Indigenous land. There are frequent media and non-governmental reports of disputes flaring up between drug trafficking groups and traditional communities, including an increase in assassinations, assassination attempts, death threats, and violent and non-violent protests.\textsuperscript{77, 78, 79, 80, 81} Across the Amazon Basin, violent disputes between local residents and drug traffickers are routinely reported, often a result of complaints over land speculation and illegal occupation.\textsuperscript{82, 83}

**Drugs are trafficked along with timber products**

Authorities in the Amazon Basin are particularly concerned by the fact that drug-trafficking groups are not only burning down and clearing tropical forests but also trafficking timber and illegally leveraging shipping and trading routes. These challenges are well known in Brazil and Peru, where drug traffickers have long exploited timber trafficking routes and disguised drug shipments in legal and illegal lumber exports either via Pacific or Atlantic ports and onward to global markets.\textsuperscript{84, 85, 86, 87} In Colombia, drug traffickers also subcontract timber companies and smugglers who conceal drugs in the hulls of boats and transport them from ports, including via Brazil and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of), or from Guyana and Suriname.\textsuperscript{88}

Federal police in Brazil have observed a sharp increase in instances of drugs concealed in consignments of timber destined for foreign markets, in particular Western Europe. An estimated 16 major seizures of cocaine in Brazil were concealed in wood shipments between 2017 and 2021 alone.\textsuperscript{89} For example, approximately 9 tons of drugs were intercepted from large timber consignments due to be shipped onward to Belgium,\textsuperscript{90} France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Slovenia and Spain. Drug seizures occur in ports in the Amazon, such as Vila do Conde, near Belém, but also far from the
Illegal gold mining in the Amazon Basin

Major sites of illegal gold mining in Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Colombia and Peru

A significant proportion of the gold produced in the Amazon Basin is illegal,\textsuperscript{a,b} and high prices during the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic have precipitated a veritable gold rush. In Brazil, tens of thousands of illegal miners operate in hundreds of illegal gold mining operations, with approximately half of the country’s gold believed to be illicitly sourced.\textsuperscript{c,d} Studies have identified over 320 illegal mines, both active and inactive, in 2017 across the nine states making up the Legal Amazon.\textsuperscript{a,e} According to media reports, drug trafficking groups such as Primeiro Comando da Capital (PCC) have infiltrated multiple illegal mining operations, offering “protection”, extorting “taxes”, and controlling pits and dredging machinery.\textsuperscript{e,\textsuperscript{f}} Illegal gold mining is also widespread in other Amazon Basin countries. In Colombia, most illicit wildcat gold mining occurs outside the Amazon Basin; 70 of the 101 municipalities reporting illicit extraction of gold also allegedly registered coca cultivation.\textsuperscript{i,j} In the Colombian Amazon, illicit gold mining using wildcat machinery is less frequent than the exploitation of rivers with dredges, which is not comprehensively monitored; only 10 rivers have been monitored for evidence of gold exploitation, 9 of which were affected by dredging.\textsuperscript{k} Gold is the top export of the Plurinational State of Bolivia and the use of mercury is generating negative environmental impacts,\textsuperscript{l} including along the “golden route” that transects national parks and reserves in the Amazon Basin.\textsuperscript{m,n} In Peru, gold mining is one of many industries in which drug traffickers seek to launder their proceeds\textsuperscript{o} and the Superintendency of Banking, Insurance and Private Pension Funds of Peru has highlighted how drug traffickers have been financing gold mining – including dredgers, backhoes and other heavy machinery – in the departments of Madre de Dios and Puno.\textsuperscript{p}

Brazilian drug trafficking groups have expanded their interests in gold mining across borders. For example, since 2019, Comando Vermelho (CV) reportedly extended operations into Madre de Dios, Peru.\textsuperscript{p} According to media sources, a newly formed group, Los Malditos del Comando Vermelho, is also controlling drug trafficking routes that pass through the Valle de los Ríos Apurímac, Ene y Mantaro (VRAEM) and Puno.\textsuperscript{q} Peru ramped up anti-mining activities in VRAEM in 2019, including a notorious site in La Pampa, but activities increased on the Pariamanu river in 2020 and 2021.\textsuperscript{r} Local authorities there

Gold mines and presence of the criminal group Primeiro Comando da Capital
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Note: the shaded area reflects approximately where the Criminal group Primeira Comando da Capital (PCC) is operating within a larger area.

Sources: Boundary of the Amazon Basin: Amazon Network of Georeferenced Socioenvironmental Information, (RAISG, 2020); Mining deforestation alerts: Amazon Mining Watch; PCC presence based on reports from federal police and from local Indigenous Peoples.
have noted an increase in mercury poisoning, as well as a sharp rise in armed robberies. Meanwhile, the ex-members of Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (ex-FARC) are also operating gold mining operations on both sides of the border between Colombia and the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.¹

Drug trafficking organizations have a significant role in perpetrating crimes that affect the environment with an impact that goes beyond deforestation. Several of the largest drug trafficking organizations in South America are involved in financing logging, mining, farming and cattle operations, providing protection services, extorting local workers and communities, and leveraging logistical capabilities and trafficking routes to move contraband and money-laundering proceeds. These activities are frequently accompanied by a host of convergent crimes, ranging from bribing politicians and law enforcement and port officials to perpetrating violence and trafficking in persons for sexual exploitation. Groups involved in both drug-related crime and crimes that affect the environment also regularly establish shell companies to facilitate money-laundering and other forms of fraud and evasion.²,³

Drug trafficking organizations are diversifying into new business lines, including land-grabbing, illegal logging,⁴ trafficking of precious metals and minerals, illegal mining and trafficking of wildlife. They are doing so by leveraging their technical skills and networks for shipping drugs to foreign markets in order to traffic a diverse range of raw materials, ranging from illegal wood products to critical and precious minerals such as gold, but also coltan, corundum, graphite, manganese, microsilica and tungsten. Organized criminal groups are also transferring illicit proceeds into ostensibly legal businesses, including farming, ranching, and small and medium-sized businesses in and outside the Amazon Basin.
Examples of crime convergence in the tri-border areas

The Amazon Basin is home to several vast frontier regions where drug-related crime, crime that affects the environment and convergent crime are concentrated, benefiting from weak law enforcement, a rich ecosystem of criminal actors and a scarcity of meaningful economic alternatives. Border areas are often hotspots where primary forests are being cleared to make way for coca production, illegal logging and gold extraction which amplifies corruption, financial crimes and lethal and nonlethal violence. A notable high-risk area is where the frontiers of Brazil, Colombia and Peru converge, in particular their key rivers, namely the Caquetá, Putumayo and Amazon, facilitating the trafficking of timber, gold and drugs. Another high-risk zone extends across the northern border of Brazil with Colombia and the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, which is 4,000 kilometres long and stretches from Cucui to Pacaraima.

Coca cultivation and processing has intensified in several Amazonian border areas where the presence of law enforcement officers is limited.96, 97, 98 An example of this is the Bajo Amazonas region in Loreto, Peru, where coca production has surged from 370 hectares in 2015 to over 6,470 hectares by 2021.99 Raids in the Putumayo and Mariscal Ramon Castilla departments of Peru have yielded enormous quantities of gasoline, cement and calc-silicate, all indicators that coca is being both grown and processed there.100, 101 While the primary organized criminal groups in Peru are less widely known, a group calling itself Clan Chuquizuta is reportedly active near the Colombian border.102 Local authorities believe that traffickers in the region may

MAP 4 Tri-border areas in Colombia, Peru, Brazil and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
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be acting as independent criminal contractors, providing services to Colombian and Brazilian criminal groups.\textsuperscript{103}

The tri-border areas are long-standing transit corridors for all manner of informal and illegal commodities. During the early 2000s, for example, media reports suggested that as much as 20 tons of cocaine a month was allegedly exported by FARC to high-level Brazilian traffickers.\textsuperscript{104} More traditional drug trafficking groups scaled up their involvement in crimes that affect the environment during the 2010s. The dominant drug trafficking groups involved in crimes that affect the environment are from Brazil and Colombia. Among the most known in Colombia are the ex-FARC and Ejército de Liberación Nacional (ELN), as well as the FARC breakaway faction, Los Comandos de la Frontera.\textsuperscript{105} Meanwhile PCC and CV of Brazil have long-established footholds in Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of).\textsuperscript{106, 107}

The spread of criminal activity in border areas engenders a host of security and health risks while also entangling local populations in criminal enterprises. Poorer populations, in particular younger men without stable employment and lacking formal education, may succumb to recruitment by criminal groups or resort to growing coca, selling illegal timber or working on gold-dredgers, often colluding with criminal organizations. Men, women and youth with few alternative opportunities are often pulled into the crime vortex as prospectors, loggers, cooks, drivers or, in some cases, into forced sexual labour. Whether involved in crime or not, residents are routinely exposed to toxic residue from mining operations that poison local ecosystems, including food and water sources.\textsuperscript{108, 109, 110}

Among the most common forms of crime affecting the environment involving drug factions in tri-border areas is illegal mining, in particular of gold but increasingly also of other precious metals.\textsuperscript{111} Owing to limited law enforcement measures, informal mining activities and associated businesses are proliferating in border areas such as Tarapacá in Colombia (on the tri-border with Brazil and Peru), many of them “taxed” by criminal groups. Drug factions and illegal mining operations frequently work with criminal brokers using fraudulent receipts to launder gold. These activities reportedly intensified during the COVID-19 pandemic owing to significantly reduced military, police and environmental patrols across the region.\textsuperscript{112}

Another common form of crime that affects the environment in the tri-border areas of Brazil, Colombia and Peru is illegal logging. Illegal logging operations in Brazil, for example, are expanding from established areas in Brazil such as Mato Grosso, Pará and Rondônia to more remote regions of Acre, Roraima and Amazonas.\textsuperscript{113} The combination of abundant forest, cheap land and limited controls has given rise to an explosion in illicit deforestation. Timber harvesting in Peru is also targeting high-value hardwood species. Trees are cut down, transformed into planks and rapidly sold domestically and exported, despite export bans. The border areas serve a role in allowing the concealment of illegally procured timber. For example, the village of Islandia on the Yavarí River in Peru near the border with Brazil and Colombia serves as a major hub for timber trafficking and processing.\textsuperscript{114}

### Impacts on communities and Indigenous populations

#### Impact on health, violence and environment

In under-policed areas of the Amazon Basin where State presence and associated social services are limited, drug production, trafficking and consumption typically have a disproportionately high impact on vulnerable communities and the environment for each unit produced.\textsuperscript{115, 116, 117} One reason for this is that drug producers and traffickers have fewer constraints in place to minimize their environmental impacts. Another factor is that people who use drugs, as in other deprived urban and rural areas of South America, often have fewer options to access drug prevention and treatment services. In order to reduce the risk of disruption from security forces, drug groups often confine production and trafficking to more isolated, protected areas where many of these environmental impacts are hidden from public scrutiny. In Colombia, for example, nearly half of all illicit coca bush cultivation occurred in areas with special protection status in 2020,\textsuperscript{118} and
in Brazil, cocaine trafficking occurs on the dozens of rivers and tributaries in the Legal Amazon, easily evading the modest police presence there.

Many municipalities in the Amazon Basin register higher rates of criminal violence than the national average. This is due in part to violent competition between rival criminal factions competing for control over various facets of the production distribution, and retailing of drugs (and, increasingly, of other commodities). In 2021, for example, municipalities in the Brazilian Legal Amazon registered among the highest homicide rates in the country: a regional average of 29.6 homicides for every 100,000 people, compared with a national average of 23.9. The homicide rate in northern Brazil, home to seven of nine Legal Amazon states, increased by 260 per cent between 1980 and 2019 at a time when large parts of southern Brazil registered significant declines in homicide rates. Municipalities reporting comparatively higher levels of deforestation also recorded above-average levels of violence and disputes over land and property.

**Impact on Indigenous communities**

Organized criminal groups are increasingly encroaching upon national and state parks, conservation and protected areas and Indigenous territories. The implications for local populations range from property disputes to periodic cooptation and recruitment into various facets of the illicit drug trade. The impacts can also be extremely violent. For example, Indigenous
Members of the criminal group PCC are increasingly involved in aspects of mining operations in Yanomami in Brazil, the world’s largest Indigenous territory and home to approximately 30,000 Indigenous People.\textsuperscript{129, 130, 131} Drug trafficking and sexual exploitation are also increasingly common,\textsuperscript{132} with PCC viewed as a key actor.\textsuperscript{133, 134, 135} The PCC is also suspected of being involved in providing protection, financing the extraction of gold and using the mines to launder drug profits.\textsuperscript{136} The Urariocera river is a key corridor through Yanomami land that facilitates illegal mining, with organized criminal groups illegally “taxing” miners, store owners and local residents.

The expansion of illegal gold mining in and around Yanomami territory has had devastating health populations registered a more than 20 per cent increase in homicidal violence between 2009 and 2019 in Brazil.\textsuperscript{121} They also experienced a rapid increase in exploitation of their protected lands, in particular from land-grabbers, illegal loggers and garimpeiros (wildcat gold miners). In Brazil, mining on Indigenous lands expanded by 625 per cent between 2011 and 2021, with a particularly large increase since 2019.\textsuperscript{122, 123} The deforestation and environmental degradation generated by the extraction of gold and prolific use of mercury has had disastrous impacts on Indigenous territories.\textsuperscript{124, 125, 126} Illegal mining has further precipitated devastating outbreaks of disease and malnutrition in local communities.\textsuperscript{127, 128}
Implications for local communities. A 2022 study determined that half the fish collected from the Mucujai and Urariocoera rivers recorded unsafe levels of mercury, raising concerns about the well-being of local residents.\textsuperscript{137} Moreover, with tens of thousands of miners flocking to the region, deforestation accelerated across large areas of the Yanomami land, almost doubling from approximately 1,200 hectares in 2018 to 3,300 in 2021, virtually all of it connected to illegal mining. Federal police have been leading operations since early 2023 and removed an estimated 25,000 illegal miners.\textsuperscript{138}

The Yanomami are hardly alone: illegal mining on Indigenous land in Brazil is estimated to have increased by almost 500 per cent between 2010 and 2020.\textsuperscript{139} In the Yanomami and Munduruku communities, for example, between 50 and 90 per cent of the population suffer from mercury poisoning as a result of the use of mercury in nearby mining activities.\textsuperscript{140} Meanwhile, in Peru, criminal groups are also involved in disputes with Indigenous populations alongside efforts to expand timber and gold extraction, with dangerously high levels of mercury poisoning also recorded.\textsuperscript{141, 142} In Colombia, media reports and research studies document how armed groups routinely target Indigenous and community leaders in the Amazon region.\textsuperscript{143} Narco-penetration has also extended into trafficking in wildlife and illegal fisheries, as recent investigations into violence in the Vale do Javari in the State of Amazonas in Brazil attest.\textsuperscript{144, 145} According to police from the region, drug trafficking groups are also bartering in wildlife and commodities to transfer value between illicit economies.
Environmental impact: waste generated in the production of cocaine

The production of cocaine consists in essence of extracting the alkaloid found in the coca leaf and then refining and integrating the alkaloid into molecules that facilitate its absorption in the human body. The process of transforming coca leaf into cocaine through the solvent extraction method generates chemical waste. Indeed, coca bush growers use more agrochemicals in the cultivation of coca than of any other crop. In 2020, approximately 85 fertilizers, 62 herbicides and 100 pesticides were used in the illicit cultivation of coca crops in Colombia. Diversification in the use of agricultural inputs appears to be aimed at improving coca crop yields and profitability. Substances of environmental concern include herbicides that contain paraquat, glyphosate and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid; insecticides containing methamidophos and monocrotophos; and fungicides such as mancozeb.

There are three main steps in cocaine production, which can be carried out in separate geographical areas including: extraction, refinement and crystallization.

Extraction – from coca leaf to PBC

The extraction phase involves separating out the cocaine alkaloid concentrated in the coca leaf. This is achieved by immersing leaves in fuel, mineral acids and alkaline substances, and results in the conversion to cocaine base paste. Typically, the percentage of cocaine alkaloid that is extracted from the leaf is 60–70 per cent. Given that the concentration of cocaine alkaloid in the coca leaf is just 0.2–0.8 per cent, approximately 99 per cent of the leaf mass that enters the extraction process is ultimately discarded. This explains why 700 kilograms of coca leaf are needed to produce a single kilogram of cocaine.

To process 700 kilograms of coca leaf, approximately 320 litres of gasoline are required.

The gasoline separates the organic elements from the physical structure of the coca leaf during the extraction phase, which generates approximately 260 litres of gasoline containing the cocaine.
alkaloid and other organic substances that play no role in the final product, and waste material. Approximately 60 litres of gasoline evaporate into the atmosphere during this process or are absorbed into the moistened waste material.

The waste material is typically disposed of in cultivation areas without being treated and usually consists of chopped leaves with residual cement, lime, inorganic fertilizers, urea and gasoline. The limited amount of gasoline remaining on moistened leaves evaporates rapidly, generating infinite dilution. Some coca bush growers may reuse the mass of discarded leaves to make compost that will eventually be added to the coca crop, increasing the amount of organic matter and reducing the acidity of the soil, since the chemical substances used in the process are alkaline.

Sulfuric acid and water are then used to separate the cocaine alkaloid from the gasoline, and the acid becomes cocaine sulfate in solution. No waste is produced during this step of the process, since the gasoline (without the alkaloid) is reused in subsequent extractions. Subsequently, the cocaine sulfate is neutralized with an alkali in order to produce cocaine base paste (pasta básica de cocaína or PBC). The purity of the PBC produced at the end of the extraction phase typically varies between 50 and 65 per cent. In addition to cocaine, PBC contains other organic compounds such as tannins, fibers and other alkaloidal impurities, which are eliminated in the refining phase.

The refining or purification phase transforms PBC into cocaine base. This phase is usually carried out in concealed locations in the vicinity of coca bush cultivation or during the subsequent crystallization phase. Refining consists of eliminating organic impurities from PBC by means of chemical oxidation using potassium permanganate, which generates a sludge containing manganite, manganates and organic salts. In some laboratories where large quantities are processed, this sludge is reduced using sodium metabisulfite, making it easier to obtain cocaine base of a purity higher than 80 per cent. The remaining sludge is disposed of directly in the immediate environment.

**Crystallization – from cocaine base to cocaine hydrochloride**

The crystallization phase, which converts cocaine base to cocaine hydrochloride, generally occurs in isolated locations, often in forested areas that are difficult to access, where traffickers can more easily set up and maintain a clandestine laboratory. Proximity to a water source is fundamental, as crystallization laboratories require a large volume of water. In this phase, a type of bain-marie is used to heat the base, which is dissolved in organic solvents and has hydrochloric acid added to it. The hydrogen and the chlorine in the hydrochloric acid become integrated into the cocaine base, converting it into cocaine hydrochloride. Solvents are carefully recycled so that losses are kept to a minimum. During this step, waste that can harm the environment includes evaporative emissions. Accidents that may occur during this process can also generate environmental impacts.

### Processing cocaine: inputs and residuals estimations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input materials</th>
<th>Quantity of cocaine produced</th>
<th>Waste residuals</th>
<th>Affected areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 ton</td>
<td>Amazon Basin</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coca leaves</td>
<td>metric tons</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>875,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>million of litres</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfuric acid</td>
<td>Litres</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>75,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refining phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium permanganate</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfuric acid (*)</td>
<td>Litres</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium hydroxide</td>
<td>Litres</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium metabisulfite (*)</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solvents: Includes acetates (Ethyl, Butyl, n-propyl);</td>
<td>Litres</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloridric acid</td>
<td>Litres</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium chloride</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting substances</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activated carbon</td>
<td>Kilograms</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Government of Colombia and UNODC/SIMCI. Estimates based on the characterization of cocaine processing and subsequent validation.

Note: Quantities estimated on the basis of the solvent extraction method for processing coca leaves.
**Drug trafficking routes**

Although drugs and other contraband, such as illegally felled hardwoods, illicit gold and captured animals, are frequently transported by road and air, rivers are the central conduit for trans-shipment within countries and across borders. The sheer volume of commercial traffic across the Amazon Basin’s vast water network means that illicit products are easily concealed and often missed. Another factor is the weak regulation and monitoring of boats and shipping containers, including at public and private ports.\(^{146}\)

Seizure data and open-source reporting show that cocaine produced in Colombia is typically exported to North America (and, to a lesser extent, Western Europe), either directly from ports on the Pacific or the Caribbean coasts or through Brazil and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) northward toward the Caribbean and Central America. By contrast, Peru, and the Plurinational State of Bolivia, are considered the most common sources of cocaine for domestic markets in Brazil and Western Europe.\(^{147}\) Drugs may be sent through Acre, Amazonas, Rondônia, Roraima, and Mato Grosso in Brazil before exiting through the north-eastern and south-eastern states on the Atlantic to Africa, Europe and beyond. Paraguay is a primary source of cannabis for Brazil and high-potency varieties are also trafficked from Colombia to Brazil, primarily for local consumption.\(^{148}\)

---


\(^{b}\) “Infinite dilution” refers to a condition in which the concentration of the solute (gasoline) becomes zero. In this case, as the processing is done in open areas, the gasoline disperses rapidly in the air and the concentration of gasoline rapidly becomes zero.
**MAP 7  Selected drug trafficking routes in the Amazon Basin**

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

Disaggregating drug seizures in the Amazon Basin

The scope and scale of reported drug seizures in the Amazon Basin vary considerably from country to country and year by year. Even so, a review of official data over the past decade from all four countries indicates that the frequency and volume of drug seizures in the Amazon region are increasing over time. In Colombia, for example, trends in cocaine and cannabis seizures in Amazon departments are broadly in line with national seizures between 2010 and 2022 but it should be noted that only a very modest share of all cocaine and cannabis seizures occur in Amazon departments: only between 1 and 5 per cent of all seizures of cocaine (including coca paste) in Colombia and an even smaller share of cannabis seizures between 2010 and 2022. A likely reason for this is that a modest share of Colombia’s overall coca cultivation and cocaine production is located in departments in the Amazon Basin, with most product exiting ports in the Pacific, the Caribbean or through Brazil and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of). Likewise, in Peru, a comparatively small share of cocaine was seized in Amazon departments between 2015 and 2021 compared with the overall national incidence of seizures. Unlike in Colombia, however, virtually all coca and cocaine cultivation and processing in Peru occurs in departments located in the Amazon Basin. Only a minor share of all seizures of cocaine occurred in departments straddling the Amazon. In the absence of publicly available disaggregated data on cannabis seizures, it is not possible to discern the share occurring in the Amazon region.

Cocaine seizures in Amazon departments; Cocaine and cannabis seizures at the national level, Peru, 2016–2021

![Cocaine and cannabis seizures in Amazon departments and at the national level, Colombia, 2014–2021](image1)

![Cocaine and cannabis seizures in tons, Plurinational State of Bolivia, 2012–2021](image2)


In the Plurinational State of Bolivia, cannabis seizures at the national level peaked in 2015 but national seizures of cocaine did not reveal a clear trend between 2012 and 2021. The Plurinational State of Bolivia seized 20 tons of cocaine and just under 10 tons of cannabis nationwide between 2012 and 2021. On the Amazon level, seizures of cocaine peaked in 2013 but there was no clear trend in total seizures of cannabis during the same period.
of cannabis in 2021. As no official disaggregated data is available, the proportion of seizures occurring in the Amazon departments of the Plurinational State of Bolivia cannot be determined.

In contrast to the situation in Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Colombia and Peru, a significant share of the cocaine and cannabis seizures in Brazil between 2012 and 2022 were reported in the nine states that make up the country’s Legal Amazon. Overall levels of cocaine seizures in the Legal Amazon steadily increased between 2012 and 2022, reaching over 30 tons by 2022.

A review of national seizures of cocaine (including coca derivatives) across all four countries between 2010 and 2021 reveals a high degree of variation. On the one hand, total seizures of cocaine from Colombia rose gradually between 2012 and 2021, reaching over 750 tons in 2021. Meanwhile, cocaine seizures from Peru collapsed between 2012 and 2013, from just over 32 tons to approximately 24 tons, and increased again to almost 47 tons in 2021. Seizures from Brazil also ebbed and flowed, though have crept steadily upward from a low of 20 tons in 2012 to around 100 tons since 2019. Cocaine seizures in the Plurinational State of Bolivia steadily declined from a high of over 36 tons in 2012 to just under 20 tons in 2021.

Regional trends: national reported cannabis seizures in the four Amazon Basin countries, 2012–2021

Regional trends in reported cannabis seizures between 2012 and 2021 appear more stable in comparison with seizures of cocaine and coca derivatives. For example, cannabis seizures in Colombia fluctuated from a low of 193 tons in 2016 to a high of 534 tons in 2020. Seizures in Brazil have likewise oscillated between a low of 111 tons in 2012 and a high of 548 tons in 2020. The most extreme variations occurred in Peru, from 3 tons in 2012 to 92 tons in 2015.

Regional trends: national reported cocaine seizures in the four Amazon Basin countries, 2012–2021

20 per cent of illicit coca cultivation in Colombia is located in the Amazon Basin and 25 per cent of the cocaine produced in Colombia comes from the Amazon.
The high relevance of four countries in the Amazon Basin for global drug trafficking: trafficking routes of cocaine and cannabis departing from Brazil, Colombia, Peru and Bolivia (Plurinational State of)

Cocaine (including cocaine-type drugs) produced and transiting through the four countries of the Amazon Basin is reaching global markets. A review of drug trafficking routes reported to UNODC between 2010 and 2021 provides insight into their scope and scale. In total, over 900 drug routes departing from the Amazon Basin countries of Colombia, Brazil, Peru and Bolivia (Plurinational State of) were reported during the reporting period.

Cocaine (including cocaine-type drug) trafficking transiting through and exiting from Brazil, including states in the Legal Amazon, has been reported to have reached 65 countries between 2011 and 2021, with primary destinations including Italy, Uruguay, Hong Kong, China, Portugal, Belgium, South Africa, and Lebanon. Almost half (44 per cent) of all documented cocaine trafficking routes were destined for Western or Eastern Europe, and 23 per cent for Asia or Africa. Most of the cannabis-type drugs were destined for Uruguay or, to a lesser extent, Paraguay.

Cocaine from Colombia was reportedly shipped to at least 64 countries, with Ecuador, the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Panama, Italy, Belgium, El Salvador, Spain, Mexico and the United States being among the top recipients. Approximately 52 per cent of recorded cocaine routes departing from Colombia were reported in the Americas and 35 per cent were reportedly

 Reported cocaine and cannabis trafficking routes between Brazil and other countries and territories, 2010–2022

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. The final boundary between the Republic of Sudan and the Republic of South Sudan has not yet been determined. Dotted line represents approximately the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir agreed upon by India and Pakistan. The final status of Jammu and Kashmir has not yet been agreed upon by the parties.

Source: UNODC, responses to the annual report questionnaire.

Notes: Routes are based on reporting from destination or transit countries for cocaine and cannabis originating in or transiting Brazil. Cocaine seizures Brazil: Drogas apreendidas por UF - Série histórica de 1995 a 2022 (até junho). Diretoria de Investigação e Combate ao Crime Organizado - DICOR.
Reported cocaine and cannabis trafficking routes between Colombia and other countries and territories, 2010–2022

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. Final boundary between the Republic of Sudan and the Republic of South Sudan has not yet been determined. Dotted line represents approximately the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir agreed upon by India and Pakistan. The final status of Jammu and Kashmir has not yet been agreed upon by the parties.

Notes: Routes are based on reporting from destination or transit countries for cocaine and cannabis originating in or transiting Colombia.

Source: UNODC, responses to the annual report questionnaire.

Reported cocaine and cannabis trafficking routes between Peru and other countries and territories, 2010–2022

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. Final boundary between the Republic of Sudan and the Republic of South Sudan has not yet been determined. Dotted line represents approximately the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir agreed upon by India and Pakistan. The final status of Jammu and Kashmir has not yet been agreed upon by the parties.

Note: Routes are based on reporting from destination or transit countries for cocaine and cannabis originating in or transiting Peru.

Source: UNODC, responses to the annual report questionnaire.
directed to Western and Eastern Europe. By comparison, 54 reported cannabis routes departing from Colombia primarily supplied the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Ecuador and Panama. Virtually all reported cannabis routes from Colombia were destined for markets in the Americas.

Cocaine from Peru was shipped to at least 51 countries, with the highest number of reported routes during the period of 2010–2021 being to Chile, Ecuador, Uruguay, Montenegro, Mexico, Panama and Switzerland. Almost half (47 per cent) of all cocaine trafficking routes departing from Peru were to countries in the Americas, and 35 per cent were to Europe. By comparison, there were just 11 mentions of routes from Peru to Chile and Panama, though this likely underrepresents the volume of cocaine from Peru transiting these countries.

Cocaine shipped from the Plurinational State of Bolivia was reported in 31 countries, including Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, Panama, Argentina, as well as Italy and Lebanon. Approximately 60 per cent of all reported cocaine trafficking routes from the Plurinational State of Bolivia were reported as reaching countries in the Americas, as compared with 20 per cent to Europe and 11 per cent to Asia. Approximately 13 of cannabis trafficking routes were registered between the Plurinational State of Bolivia and Chile, compared with just 2 to Panama and 1 to Italy. Virtually all reported cannabis trafficking routes from the Plurinational State of Bolivia were limited to the Americas, in particular its South American neighbours.

* Some routes reported by Member states may occur in a specific context and thus may not necessarily match other information on trafficking routes.
measures were introduced to expand the agricultural frontier, and which were slated for road construction, agricultural, cattle, mining and urban development during the 1960s and 1970s, later emerged as deforestation and degradation hotspots. The same corridors designed to expand agricultural yields facilitated the penetration of the drug economy and crimes that affect the environment. Indeed, corruption often serves as a lubricant to facilitate the expansion of illegal crops and livestock and their processing and transportation. For example, federal, state and municipal public officials regularly disregard national and state regulations and approve road constructions in the interest of local ranchers and farmers, including coca growers. This can even happen in national and state parks and regions demarcated as protected areas or conservation units.

**MAP 8  Amazon Basin infrastructure**

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

Sources: Agustin Codazzi Geographic Institute (IGAC) and the National Geostatistical Framework of the National Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE, 2021); Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) and Geoportal Provita, 2023; OpenStreetMap and the National Geographic Institute, 2021 and Unique Digital Platform of the Peruvian State, 2023; Geographic Server: Servidor Geográfico, GeoBolivia and United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), 2023; The Amazon Network of Georeferenced Socioenvironmental Information (RAISG, 2020).
Clandestine airstrips constitute an infrastructure that facilitates long-distance trafficking

Illegal airstrips and runways are another common feature of the Amazon Basin. Clandestine airstrips and unregistered aircraft are routinely intercepted and destroyed in Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Colombia and Peru. As is the case with roads, there is a robust relationship between the presence of clandestine runways with forest clearance, illegal mining and drug trafficking, suggesting that these constitute an important infrastructure to facilitate long-distance trafficking of drugs and other illegally sourced commodities. Airstrips have long been used by farmers when spraying pesticides and surveying crops. In recent decades, however, these airstrips...
have also facilitated the movement of fuel, food and personnel for mining operations, including clandestine ones, and the movement of drugs and other contraband within and across borders.\textsuperscript{167,168}

In order to track overflights and disrupt criminal activities such as drug and timber trafficking, Brazil established a major radar constellation called the Integrated System for the Vigilance of the Amazon (SIVAM) in the 1990s.\textsuperscript{169} Brazil, Colombia and Peru have also expanded remote sensing monitoring and intelligence-sharing to detect the location of illegal runways and track small planes.\textsuperscript{170,171} With the advent of accessible new technologies, non-governmental organizations have also expanded their surveillance activities. For example, a 2023 study determined that approximately 58 per cent of the 2,986 private airstrips identified in the Brazilian Amazon do not appear in

official records. A further 28 per cent are purportedly built on environmental and Indigenous territories, most of the latter located in the Yanomami land (75), Raposa Serra do Sol (58), Kayapó (26), Mundurukú (21) and Xingu National Park (21).\textsuperscript{172,173}

Waterways are important natural corridors for trafficking

Notwithstanding the critical role of roads and airstrips in enabling criminal markets in the Amazon Basin, it is the region’s more than 1,100 rivers and tributaries that play a dominant role as vectors of drug trafficking and crimes that affect the environment. Most of the illegal trafficking of commodities occurs using waterways and ports, including for the transportation and exportation of cocaine and cannabis, rare hardwood, illegally extracted gold, and endangered plants,
animals and insects. Brazil is estimated to have as many as 60,000 kilometres of inland waterways, with just 13,000 kilometres regularly used, and very few of them subject to any routine monitoring from air or land.\textsuperscript{174} The abundance of rivers, vessels and ports coupled with extremely limited oversight means that products are comparatively easily concealed and transported between countries and routed onward to global markets.\textsuperscript{175, 176, 177, 178}

Given the wider economic dependence of residents on rivers for all manner of transportation and commerce, seasonality shapes the ebb and flow of drug trafficking and other illegal activities in the Amazon Basin. The Federal and state police of Brazil claim that criminal groups organize their operations in relation to the rainy season.\textsuperscript{179} For example, when water levels are high, traffickers typically take advantage of labyrinthine river networks, making it more difficult for police and environmental authorities to monitor and respond to their activities. The wet season falls between November and March producing as much as 1.8 to 3 meters of rainfall.\textsuperscript{180} In some cases during dry seasons, drug traffickers and other smugglers may delay transporting their cargo, keeping their product in warehouses in neighbouring countries until water levels rise.\textsuperscript{181}

### Criminal actors

#### A multitude of actors involved

There is a constellation of common actors spanning the supply chains of drug-related crime, crimes that affect the environment and convergence crime. Alongside drug traffickers, organized criminal groups and other criminal and militia actors, there is an array of political and economic backers who facilitate and finance illegal activities. Also involved are brokers, fixers and shipping agents, who are responsible for

---

**MAP 11** Transnational ecosystem of drug trafficking groups in the Amazon Basin

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.

Sources: Cartografias das violências na região amazônica (Fórum Brasileiro de Segurança Pública, 2021); InSight Crime (2022); and Amazon Network of Georeferenced Socioenvironmental Information (RAISG, 2022).
ensuring that illicit commodities reach their intended destination. On the frontline, there are local populations, often poor and lacking alternative opportunities for livelihoods, who are recruited voluntarily, or forced, to work in unhealthy and dangerous conditions, extracting trees, mining rivers and poaching endangered species.

The criminal markets are deeply connected to both formal and informal economies, including companies and individuals who provide services for the extraction and processing of illegal goods. Such individuals include merchants who source precursor chemicals, fuel, food, caterers, drivers, pilots and sex workers for criminal actors operating in remote frontier and forested areas. Given the many connections between drug trafficking and crimes that affect the environment, these actors also frequently make use of shared transportation routes and hubs, including rivers and ports, highways and irregular roads, and official and clandestine runways.

Some drug trafficking organizations that have operated in traditional coca-growing areas of Bolivia (the Plurinational State of), Colombia and Peru have opened new sections of the Amazon rainforest for coca and cannabis cultivation. As a means of expanding revenue and laundering profits, these groups frequently diversify into a range of legal and illegal activities. In some cases, their operations may be directly and indirectly facilitated by local communities because they generate employment opportunities.

Mapping drug trafficking organizations

A constellation of drug factions and criminal groups are both colluding and competing across the Amazon Basin. Many of the largest and most established drug trafficking organizations in the region – including PCC and CV of Brazil and factions of FARC – have influence across most of the countries and territories that make up the Amazon Basin. Some of them oversee vast transnational operations spanning multiple countries in the Americas and Europe. Powerful drug factions are particularly active in the region’s triple border area where Brazil, Colombia and Peru meet, including in and around cities such as Leticia in Colombia, Tabatinga in Brazil, and Santa Rosa de Yavarí in Peru. Given the central role in cocaine production and the abundance of exploitable natural resources of the Amazon Basin region, the region has probably among the densest concentration of organized crime groups on earth.

The dominant drug trafficking organizations in Brazil have deepened their presence in the Legal Amazon in recent years. CV and PCC have expanded from their strongholds in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, respectively, after several leaders were relocated to Federal and state prisons in the region. Over time, CV and PCC spread to cities, towns and the countryside of the states of Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Maranhão, Mato Grosso, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima and Tocantins. They have aligned with a significant number of local drug trafficking organizations and criminal factions and have expanded their transnational operations, collaborating with partners in Colombia, Peru and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of). A former ally of CV, the Familia del Norte (FDN) once held sway over the Solimões river route that enabled the transportation of drugs from Colombia and Peru to Manaus in Brazil, though the group has been severely weakened.

Although they periodically fight among themselves, there is often pragmatic cooperation between Colombian, Peruvian and Brazilian drug factions regarding cross-border dealings. For example, FARC and its dissident factions have long traded with Brazilian groups such as PCC, CV and FDN. Less widely known Colombian drug trafficking organizations such as Los Comandos de la Frontera and Carolina Ramírez also trade in drugs with criminal groups in neighbouring countries. These same groups often compete bitterly, however, for control over routes. For example, rival drug trafficking organizations frequently contest control over movements up and down the Caquetá and Putumayo rivers. PCC and CV and their partners routinely clash over drug routes, with outbreaks of violence often occurring in prisons and jails. By contrast, Peruvian criminal groups, which often comprise clans or families across the VRAEM, appear to have reached an uneasy equilibrium in the interests of preserving business continuity, although overall levels of homicide and violent crime in areas where trafficking occurs, which were historically low, are rising.
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